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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years most of the Western world has been introduced to traditional 

green tea and the host of health and well-being benefits attributed to this 

earthy drink. In fact, traditional green tea has become so popular that many 

of us know its scientific name, Camellia sinensis. When we need to relax, 

boost our immune system, increase focus or simply drop a few extra 

pounds…we add a few extra cups of green tea to our day…in lieu of coffee, of 

course. 

Then even more recently we were introduced to Matcha green tea powder, 

which sounds like a completely different beat altogether but it isn’t. Matcha is 

also derived from the now famous Camellia sinensis, but the leaves have not 

been fermented before being ground into a very fine powder. There are 

significant differences between your regular green tea leaves and Matcha, the 

most prevalent being that leaves used in Matcha are shade-grown so they 

have a rich dark green color rather than the more pale green of regular green 

tea.  

It isn’t just the color 

difference that has green tea 

lovers making the leap from 

green tea leaves to Matcha 

green tea powder, though. 

The long Matcha-making 

process adds significantly 

greater benefits for the user, 

most notably the high 

concentration of amino acids 

found in Matcha green tea. Amino acids come in several types; essential, 
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conditional and non-essential1, but all are used as the building blocks of the 

proteins we rely on to stay healthy (immune booster), repair (muscles and 

tissues after a workout, for example), recovery (healing from sickness and 

injury) and even nail and hair growth. When you understand the power of 

amino acids and the role they play in human development and healing, you 

will begin to see exactly why it has been used for centuries in Chinese and 

Japanese cultures. 

In fact it is one particular amino acid, Theanine2, that gives green tea its 

infamous stress-reducing properties. 

In addition to its enhanced healing properties Matcha green tea powder has 

experienced a surge in popularity due to the fact that you can infuse it in your 

diet even if you dislike the bitter earthy taste of green tea. The fine powder 

that is Matcha means you can add the powder to your favorite breads, 

pastries and other recipes to reap the benefits as it blends with your beloved 

dishes. If you have ever seen popular green foods like ice cream, soba 

noodles and even KitKat candy bars then you have seen Matcha green tea 

powder in action. It is often used as food coloring or a color enhancer in many 

different foods. 

The more we come to understand the value of Matcha the more we begin to 

wonder if there is anything better than Matcha. In our quest for greater 

benefits we found Ceremonial Grade Matcha Green Tea powder. While using 

pulverized tea leaves can be traced as far back as the year 618, according to 

researcher Han Wei, members of the Song Dynasty (China) steamed rather 

than roasted the leaves prior to pulverizing them and whisking with hot water. 

                                    
1 Evert, A. (2013). Amino Acids. National Center for Biotechnology Information, U.S. National 

Library of Medicine.  
2 Juneja, L., Chu, D. & Okubo, T. (1999). Corrigendum to “L-theanine—a unique amino acid of 

green tea and its relaxation effect in humans”. Trends in Food Science & Technology. 

(10):199-204. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmedhealth/PMH0002886/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0924224499000448
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0924224499000448
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But it was the Zen Buddhists who ritualized the entire process, bringing the 

notion of tea ceremonies from China to Japan3. 

 

Now that you know about the history of Matcha and the evolution of green tea 

around the world, let’s talk about the process of producing Matcha. 

  

                                    
3 Yifa, V. (2002). Origins of Buddhist Monastic Codes in China. 

University of Hawaii Press.  
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MATCHA GREEN TEA PRODUCTION 

All tea production, whether dried leaves or powder, starts in the same place: 
with the Camellia sinensis plant. This plant starts out as beautiful green leaves 

that can be made into: 

 Green Tea 

 Oolong Tea 
 Black Tea 

 Culinary Matcha Green Tea powder 
 Ceremonial Grade Matcha powder 

 

 

The production of culinary Matcha and Ceremonial Grade Matcha is what 
separates it from other tea variations. Matcha is only harvested once each 

year as the conditions must be precise, beginning about several weeks prior 
to the actual harvest.  

About three weeks prior to harvest time, the shade-grown tea leaves are 
covered to decelerate the growth rate and give the leaves time to turn a 

darker hue. By stimulating an increase in the levels of chlorophyll in the 

leaves the leaves darken, which boosts the amino acids found in Matcha green 
tea. 
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Once the leaves have reached the proper level of maturity—in color not size—

the best buds will be picked by hand. Adhering to the Japanese method of 
processing Matcha, the leaves are steamed and then placed in a machine that 

will toss and dry them. Then they will be placed in yet another machine which 
will remove the stems from the leaves, which are called tencha when 

separated from the stem. The tencha is ground up with a stone until the result 
is a vibrant green powder nearly as smooth as baby powder. 

 

The primary difference 

between culinary grade 
Matcha and Ceremonial 

Grade Matcha is the leaves 
used. While culinary Matcha 

makes use of the shade-
grown leaves that are further 

down on the plant, 

Ceremonial Matcha goes a 
step further and only comes 

from the smallest and finest 
leaves at the tip of the plant. 

The leaves at the top of the 
Camellia sinensis are softer 

and more pliable, allowing for a finer texture of the powder. The result is a 
smoother flavor that isn’t quite as bitter as traditional green tea as well as a 

bright green color that is hard to miss. 

If you have never tasted culinary grade Matcha the slight difference in flavor 

won’t likely register with your palate. This is why culinary Matcha is often 
referred to as ‘beginner Matcha’. As you grow accustomed to the taste of 

Matcha in your smoothie, juice and food recipes, the taste difference will be 
noticeable. Aside from taste the other noticeable difference is the texture of 

the powder. Ceremonial Grade Matcha will be silky smooth whereas culinary 

grade Matcha will appear almost grainy in texture. 
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TYPES OF MATCHA GREEN TEA 

There are several factors that determine the type, quality and grade of Matcha 
you can purchase. It is the characteristics that differentiate the two types of 

Matcha green tea that will help you determine which type is right for you.  

Many green tea lovers keep all types and grades of Matcha on hand so as not 

to waste this precious product. In fact if you regularly drink green tea and you 
have enjoyed the flavor of cooking with culinary Matcha, you should probably 

keep both Matcha types on hand. 

Typically there are just two recognized grades of Matcha green tea powder: 

1. Ceremonial grade 
2. Culinary grade 

The main factors that determine the grade of Matcha are the location of the 

leaves on the bush, oxidation and the treatment prior to processing. It can be 
difficult for the untrained or inexperienced eye to differentiate from 

Ceremonial and Culinary grade Matcha green tea powder, however the color 
and texture can tell a great deal about the grade of the Matcha powder.  

Oxidation helps determine grade because, like avocados or bananas, when 
Matcha is exposed to oxygen it can easily deteriorate. Oxidized Matcha can be 

identified by the brown-green color common with low grade or imposter 
Matcha rather than the vibrant green and greenish-yellow color found with 

Ceremonial and Culinary grade powder.  

The lower grade Matcha is produced from leaves near the bottom of the 

Camellia sinensis bush, which you would think means it gets less sun 
exposure. However due to the fact that the top leaves are covered to ensure 

the rich green color, the bottom leaves absorb significantly more sun than the 
middle and top leaves. This is also why it is common that this grade of Matcha 

has a grainy and sand-like texture. The larger leaves are very tough so even 

after drying and pulverizing they are not as smooth and talc-like as 
Ceremonial or Culinary grade Matcha. 

If you encounter Matcha that is a dull brownish-green powder that is more 
grainy than smooth, it is neither Culinary nor Ceremonial grade. 

Culinary Matcha is a blend that is considered to sufficient for both cooking and 
drinking. However, the factors that determine grade make this a matter of 

choice. The smooth flavor of Ceremonial Matcha can be enjoyed without the 
embellishments of chocolate or milk, while Culinary grade Matcha powders will 

be more palate pleasing when added to your preferred beverages. 
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Color & texture are two simple 

ways to distinguish regular Matcha 

from Ceremonial Grade Matcha 

green tea powder. 

 

 

 

CEREMONIAL GRADE MATCHA 

Ceremonial Matcha is made using the smallest and finest of tea leaves from 
the top of the bush. Shade grown, Ceremonial Matcha green tea powder is 

distinctive due to the bright green color and its smooth flavor. Many have 
described this Matcha has having a ‘slightly sweet’ taste that makes it 

palatable all on its own. 

If you have never attended a tasting for various grades of Matcha then you 

have never gotten to see (and taste) the differences for yourself. Ceremonial 
Matcha has a fresh smell that is similar to grass in addition to the vibrancy of 

its green coloring. This grade of Matcha powder will be very vine and 

powdery, similar to baby powder or loose powder makeup.  

If your Matcha has a grainy texture it is not Ceremonial grade Matcha.  

The primary purpose of Ceremonial Matcha is drinking. This is considered the 
purest Matcha and thus is mostly enjoyed by simply whisking it into hot water 

as has been done for centuries as part of the famed Japanese tea ceremony. 
While you don’t need to add extras like lemon or honey or milk to Ceremonial 

Matcha tea because they cover up the clean and slightly sweet flavor of the 
tea, the choice is yours. 

Although Ceremonial grade is considered to be the highest quality Matcha, it 
is not suitable for all purposes. Given the price of Ceremonial grade Matcha 

combined with how much would be needed for recipes for smoothies or 
cookies, that would the most expensive cookie you’ve ever made! To drink 

Ceremonial grade Matcha requires about ½ teaspoon but you would need at 
least 1 tablespoon for a single serving of Matcha smoothie…see the 

difference? 
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CULINARY GRADE MATCHA 

Culinary grade Matcha is kind of your all-in-one green tea powder. While not 

as pure as Ceremonial Matcha you can use it in your favorite drink recipes, 
but you can also sift it into your best everyday recipes as well. The color falls 

somewhere between vibrant green and a slightly dull brownish-green hue. The 
green isn’t quite as vibrant but it is by no means dull, and that is how you’ll 

know whether you’re in possession of genuine high grade Matcha…or the 
other stuff. The flavor of Culinary Matcha is earthy with a hint of bitterness. 

The bitter taste however is not the dirt-like flavor and consistency of faux 
Matcha, but rather like coffee without the cream and sugar.  

Culinary grade Matcha is intended for both drinking and cooking, however it 
should be noted that this is the grade of Matcha you would add to smoothies, 

hot cocoa and other beverage recipes rather than drinking with nothing but 

hot water. If you aren’t a big tea drinker but you want to reap the health 
benefits of Matcha green tea powder, this is the grade for you. It offers the 

same benefits, but the quality makes it ideal for mixing with most food and 
drink items so you can maximize your intake. 

Rather than purchase a package of low grade Matcha so you can add it to 
your recipes, culinary grade serves the same purpose without that jarring 

flavor profile. The leaves of culinary grade Matcha are still high in quality, with 
dark leaves so you get the enhanced benefits while masking the green tea 

flavor. 
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ABOUT KISS ME ORGANICS
©

 ORGANIC 

MATCHA  

 

 

Since we are currently in the ‘hey day’ of organic food, drinks and clothing 

products you probably take for granted that your Matcha green tea powder is 
organic, right? Of course you’d think so with the complicated growing, shading 

and pulverizing process, but the truth is that organic Matcha is as elusive as a 
fat-free brownie that tastes like a full fat brownie; you can find it, but it’ll take 

some work.  

Kiss Me Organics produces all organic Matcha green tea powder. Our Camellia 

sinensis plants are grown on a farm in the top tea-producing region in Japan, 
in an area called Shizuoka. It is a certified organic family farm that has been 

operating for a century. Since eliminating the use of synthetic chemicals and 

reducing the use of all chemicals, this farm has been dedicated to sustainable 
farming and producing top quality Matcha green tea powder. This dedication 

to organic farming and minimal chemical input allows the tea leaves produced 
in this region to be very potent, which translates into greater benefits for the 

consumer. 

Thanks to the patented tencha technology combined with sustainable 

agriculture practices, the Shizuoka region is recognized as a Globally 
Important Agricultural Heritage System (GIAHS). 

The organic Matcha farm used by Kiss Me Organics produces Ceremonial 
Matcha that uses only the leaves that have produced the best color and flavor, 

instead of summarily plucking all of the top leaves. The shading process lasts 
a full 3 weeks, allowing the leaves maximum time to absorb nutrients. 

Additionally Ceremonial Matcha leaves are only derived from the first harvest 
to ensure the highest quality. 

Kiss Me Organics Culinary Matcha does not employ any shading process, but it 

is only derived from the final harvest which is responsible for its high nutrient 
content and bitter taste. The leaves picked for Culinary Matcha come from all 

over the farm, to ensure the best leaves are used.  
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HOW TO BREW THE PERFECT CUP OF 

MATCHA 

Making a proper cup of Ceremonial 

grade Matcha green tea is as much 
of art as a proper cup of English 

Breakfast Tea. This isn’t your 
grandma’s version of tea with 

rolling boiling water and dried tea 
leaves securely ensconced a tea 

bag; brewing Matcha tea requires a 
certain level of precision that can 

be traced by to the Japanese tea 
ceremony. 

The traditional Japanese tea 

ceremony was started by Buddhist 
monks, one in particular who 

discovered tea in China and 
brought Matcha back to Japan 

during the 9th Century. The purpose 
of this ceremony is meant to welcome guests and it is considered a sign of 

respect for guests and good etiquette, which is why precision is crucial.  

Of course it is not required that a simple morning cup of Ceremonial Matcha 

began with an entire ceremony, the purpose of the ceremony provides insight 
into brewing your Matcha just right.  

Once the guests have arrived and have been sufficiently purified, the actual 
tea making beings. The host or hostess will clean and prepare the essential 

tools for brewing Matcha, using choreographed movements that illustrate 
grace. Next is the tea preparation by adding scoops of Matcha green tea 

powder into the tea bowl. The number of scoops per guest varies but is 

usually three scoops. The hot water is then ladled the bowl and whisked until 
very thin paste begins to form, at which point more water is added until a 

thick tea has been made.  

Each guest is presented their bowl and bows are exchanged. This ceremony 

can be informal and served with traditional Japanese sweets or more formal 
with several courses and Sake as part of the event.  

An appreciation for the tradition of the ceremony isn’t necessary but it should 
help you see that there is a way to brew a good cup of Matcha tea. 
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MATCHA PREP 

Before you even start heating up your water for tea there is a bit of prep work 
involved. The first step is making sure that all of your utensils are clean and 

dry. This will make the entire process easier and error-free. 

You will need a chawan, or a tea bowl, where you will prepare the tea. The 

bowls may be deep or shallow for different seasons and longer or shorter 
cooling off periods. You can find tea bowls on Amazon in a variety of sizes and 

styles.  

The Matcha tea scoop allows you to properly measure how much Matcha 

green tea powder goes into your bowl every time. These scoops are typically 
bamboo but may be made in a variety of stylish materials.  

 

Step One: Measure the 
Ceremonial grade Matcha 

green tea powder with your 
Matcha scoop. Scoop 1 

teaspoon of powder for every 
3 ounces of water you intend 

to use.  

For the next step you will 

require a Matcha whisk to 
help you break up the 

clumps that will form once 
the first batch of hot water is 

added to the tea bowl. You 
may decide to sift the Matcha 

into your tea bowl to reduce the likelihood of lumps.  

http://www.amazon.com/Ryu-Mei-Ippuku-Tataki-Sakura/dp/B007DTML4O/ref=pd_sbs_k_5?ie=UTF8&refRID=10N8EPFARN53N8GYXJ9S
http://www.amazon.com/Original-Japanese-Bamboo-Spoon-Chashaku/dp/B00BS832VM/ref=pd_sim_sbs_gro_4?ie=UTF8&refRID=035M0HKKQCAW7D3AECEV
http://www.amazon.com/Uniq-Teas-Matcha-Whisk/dp/B00K0S3TC8/ref=sr_1_2?s=grocery&ie=UTF8&qid=1409938254&sr=1-2&keywords=matcha+whisk
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Step Two: Fill your tea bowl about 1/3 full with the hot water* and whisk 

until you have a bright green paste. 

 

*To retrieve maximum health benefits, heat your water for Matcha to 
approximately 70° F. 

Step Three: Pour the remaining water into your tea bowl and continue to 
whisk until blended. 

For a thin Matcha tea, whisk rapidly in a ‘W’ formation until you have a bit of 
froth on top. For a thicker tea whisk in a circular rotation, tilting occasionally 

to ensure no Matcha is clumped at the bottom of the bowl. 
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MATCHA DRINKS, SMOOTHIES 
& COCKTAILS 
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CREAMY MATCHA TEA SHOT 

Ingredients 

 2 tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 

 1 cup Almond milk (vanilla or plain) 
 1 pinch Cinnamon 

 4 double shot glasses 

 

Directions 

1. Sit out two double shot glasses 

2. Sift Matcha into a cocktail shaker and add cinnamon. 
3. Pour in milk, cover and shake well for 30 seconds. 

4. Pour into shot glasses and enjoy! 
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LUCKY MATCHA LATTE 

Ingredients 

 1 cup Almond Milk 

 1 tsp. Raw brown sugar (optional) 
 1 tbsp. Hot water 

 1 ½ tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 
 Matcha Kit 

 

Directions 

1. Sift Matcha powder into tea bowl. 
2. Add hot water to bowl and whisk until Matcha is fully dissolved. The 

harder you whisk the frothier your drink will be. 

3. Heat milk and sugar over medium heat until just before it begins to boil, 
then remove from heat. 

4. If you have a frother, use it for about 15 seconds or until your milk is 
nice and foamy. If not, proceed to the next step. 

5. Pour milk into Matcha paste and stir gently. 
6. Sift more Matcha powder on top to make it pretty. 
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MATCHA CHIA SMOOTHIE 

Ingredients 

 1 cup Soy milk 

 1 ½ tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 
 2 tsp. Chia seeds (or basil seeds) 

 1 Banana, chopped 
 2 tsp. Raw honey 

 

Directions 

1. Place all ingredients into a blender. 
2. Run on high speed until smooth. Pulse to get rid of unwanted chunks. 

3. Pour into glass and enjoy. 
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GREEN TIMES SMOOTHIE 

Ingredients 

 ¼ cup Chopped cucumber 

 2 tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 
 1 tbsp. Chopped mint leaves, plus more for garnish 

 1 cup Almond milk 
 4 Banana slices 

 2 Tall glasses 

 

Directions 

1. Place all ingredients into a blender and pulse on high until smooth. 

2. Add more milk to thicken if needed then pour into glasses. 

3. Garnish with remaining mint leaves and drink cold. 
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MATCHA ALMOND COCONUT SMOOTHIE 

Ingredients 

 ½ cup Almond milk 

 ½ cup Coconut milk 
 2 tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 

 2 ½ tbsp. Ground almonds 
 2 tbsp. Coconut flakes 

 1 tsp. Honey (optional) 
 1 Tall glass 

 

Directions 

1. Place all ingredients into a blender and run on high until everything runs 

smooth.  
2. Pour and enjoy. 
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GINGER MATCHA SMOOTHIE 

Ingredients 

 ½ tbsp. Fresh grated ginger 

 1 ½ tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 
 10 oz. Greek Yogurt (plain & low fat) 

 ½ cup Mango, chopped 
 ½ tsp. Cinnamon (garnish) 

 

Directions 

1. Add Mango to blender and pulse until fruit begins to break down. 
2. Add remaining ingredients and run on high until nice and smooth. 

3. Sift or sprinkle cinnamon on top. 
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KNOCKOUT MATCHA SMOOTHIE 

Ingredients 

 2 tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 

 1 cup Spinach (washed & dried) 
 1 cup Kale (washed & dried) 

 ½ cup Cucumber, chopped 
 1 small Pear 

 1 Banana 
 ½ tbsp. Chia seeds 

 ¼ cup Celery 
 1 cup Coconut water 

 1 pinch Cinnamon & Cayenne pepper 

 1 tbsp. Fresh mint 

 

Directions 

1. Place all ingredients into blender and blend until extra smooth. 

2. Sweeten with another tablespoon of fresh mint. 
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SWEET CUPPA MATCHA 

Ingredients 

 ¼ cup Almond milk 

 ¼ cup Soy milk 
 ½ tbsp. White chocolate, shaved 

 2 tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 
 ¼ cup White chocolate, chopped 

 2 Coffee Mugs 

 

Directions 

1. Heat milk over medium low heat and stir in chopped chocolate when it 

starts to warm. 

2. Remove from heat and whisk in Matcha until blended. 
3. Serve in mugs and garnish with shaved chocolate. 
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SLEEPYTIME MATCHA 

Ingredients 

 1 ½ tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 
 8 oz. Milk 

 1 large Coffee mug 

 

Directions 

1. Place milk in small saucepan over medium heat. 

2. When milk begins to steam, whisk in Matcha and remove from heat. 
3. Pour into a mug and drink before bedtime. 
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CITRUS MATCHA SODA 

Ingredients 

 2 tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 

 3 Ice cubes 
 1 tbsp. Warm water 

 6 oz. Soda water 
 1 tsp. Orange zest 

 2 Orange slices, halved 
 1 Tall glass 

 

Directions 

1. Place warm water and Matcha in tea bowl and whisk together until 

blended. 
2. Whisk in orange zest and place orange slices in glass. 

3. Drop in ice cubes and pour soda water over.  
4. Stir well and enjoy. 
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MATCHA SWEET TEA 

Ingredients 

 1 ½ tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 

 6 oz. Warm water 
 2 slices, orange, lemon or lime (optional) 

 Ice cubes 

 

Directions 

1. Scoop Matcha into tea bowl and whisk as you slowly pour half the water 

into bowl. 
2. Whisk until blended and add remaining water. 

3. Place citrus slices and ice in glass.  

4. Pour tea over ice. 
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MATCHA MELON PUNCH 

Ingredients 

 2 tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 

 ½ cup Honeydew Melon, chopped & seeded 
 ½ cup Cantaloupe, chopped 

 2 tbsp. Warm water 
 Shaved Ice 

 1 Lime, juiced 

 

Directions 

1. Whisk Matcha and warm water together in tea bowl and set aside. 

2. Add melons and lemon juice to blender, pulse until broken up. 

3. Add Matcha to blender and run again until combined. 
4. Place ice into glass. 

5. Pour Punch over ice and stir to chill. 
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MATCHA TODDY 

Ingredients 

 2 tsp. Organic Matcha (Ceremonial Grade) 

 1 tbsp. Honey 
 1 ½ oz. Whiskey 

 ¼ lemon, juiced 
 6 oz. Hot water 

 1 pinch Nutmeg 
 1 Irish coffee glass 

 

Directions 

1. Pour the honey into the glass and twirl until bottom and sides are 

coated. 
2. Add the whiskey and lemon juice, set aside. 

3. Whisk half of the hot water into the Matcha until blended and add the 
remaining water. 

4. Pour the Matcha tea into the glass and top with nutmeg. 
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All Day Energy With Increased Focus 

Matcha provides 4 to 6 hours of mild steady 
energy as it acts as both a stimulant and a 
relaxant. This is ideal for focusing on 
whatever the day throws your way. 

Metabolism Boost 

Consuming Matcha green tea can increase 
thermogenesis (the body’s own rate of 
burning calories) from a normal 8-10% of 
daily energy expenditure, to between 35% 
and 43% of daily energy expenditure. 

137X’s The Antioxidants of Brewed 
Green Tea 

Antioxidants are essential as you age to 
boost your body’s natural defenses against 
oxidation. Researchers have found that a 
high level of dietary antioxidants can 
prevent many age-related diseases. 

 

 

 

 

 

Improved Skin Health 

Scientists have discovered that Matcha 
green tea helps protect the skin from 
harmful UV rays, while improving blood 
flow and oxygen levels lifting the overall 
quality of the skin. 

110% Hassle-Free Money Back 
Guarantee 

If for any reason you are not completely 
happy, within 30-Days, please return your 
Matcha for a No Questions Asked 110% 
Money Back Guarantee. Yes we are that 
serious about your satisfaction. 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00DDT116M
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00DDT116M
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100% First Harvest Leaves 
Only leaves from the most colorful and flavorful 

trees chosen for Ceremonial Matcha. 

Recognized GIAHS 
The Shizouka region is the top tea-producing 
region in Japan due to sustainable practices. 

Health & Recovery 
Organic Ceremonial Matcha contains essential, 
conditional and non-essential amino acids, the 

building blocks for all proteins. 

Certified 100% Organic 
All Matcha leaves are grown on a certified 
organic farm with absolutely no synthetic 

chemicals. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00M27YOT2

